MAHONING VALLEY RACE COURSE - November 1, 2017 - Race 4
MAIDEN SPECIAL WEIGHT - Thoroughbred
FOR REGISTERED OHIO BRED MAIDENS, TWO YEARS OLD. Weight, 122 lbs. (S)
Six Furlongs On The Dirt Track Record: (War Colony - 1:09.66 - January 5, 2016)

Purse: $28,500
Includes: $7,500 OTF - Ohio Thoroughbred Fund


Weather: Showery Track: Good (Sealed)

Off at: 2:16 Start: Good for all

Last Raced | Pgm | Horse Name (Jockey) | Wgt M/E | PP | Start | 1/4 | 1/2 | Str | Fin | Odds | Comments
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
18Oct17 | 1TD | Fusaichi's Wind (Colon, Luis) | 122 L | 2 4 | 1 1/2 | 3 | 9 1/4 | 1.90 | much best, ridden out
7Oct17 | 4TD | 1A Sir Leonidas (De Leon, Azael) | 122 L | 12 1 | 4 1/2 | 3 | Neck | 2 1/2 | 5.80 | stalked 3, 2nd best
8Oct17 | 5TD | 5 Silver Medal (McKeen, John) | 122 L | 5 9 | 5 1/2 | 5 | Neck | 3 1/2 | 14.40 | finished determinedly
7Oct17 | 6TD | 9 Bossy and Mobil (Mojica, Orlando) | 122 Lb | 9 2 | 2 1/2 | 4 1/2 | 4 | 8 | Neck | swerved repeatedly lane
7Oct17 | 7TD | 3 Grand Kitten (Corrales, Gerardo) | 122 L | 6 5 | 7 1/2 | 7 | Head | 6 1/2 | 147.20 | chased, outfinished
18Oct17 | 8TD | 6 Deer Creek Road (Yaranga, Yuri) | 122 Lf | 4 12 | 2 1/2 | 4 1/2 | 5 | 1 1/2 | 3.20 | repeated
18Oct17 | 9TD | 1 Hay John Hay (De La Cruz, Walter) | 122 L | 1 11 | 11 | Head | 11 1/2 | Neck | 5.80 | passed tiring rivals
18Oct17 | 10TD | 7 Chillicothe (Rosario, Jr., Hector) | 122 L | 7 7 | 10 3/4 | 10 1/4 | 9 2 1/4 | 10 1/2 | 111.20 | outrun
18Oct17 | 11TD | 2 Fusaichi's Wind (Colon, Luis) | 122 Lb | 1 1 1/2 | 11 1/2 | 11 1/2 | 6 1/2 | 1 1/2 | 4 1/2 | 4.50 | no threat
18Oct17 | 12TD | 11 Captain Riley (Rosendo, Irwin) | 122 L | 11 3 3 | 6 1/2 | 6 1/2 | 10 1/2 | 11 1/2 | 4.10 | speed turn, gave way,
18Oct17 | Kettle Chrome (Ayala, Addiel) | 122 L | 8 8 | 12 | 12 | 12 | 106.10 | trailed,

Fractional Times: 23.65 48.00 1:06.08 Final Time: 1:13.43

Winners: Loooch Racing Stables, Inc.; M. Y. Stables, Inc.; Blazing Meadows Farm LLC and Zahler, Gerald E.; Lake Shore Farm; Ira Novak; M. Y. Stables, Inc.; Chillicothe Farm; Pocket Aces Racing LLC; SAB NC Stable

Trainers: Radosevich, Jeffrey; Lowry, Kathleen; Hamm, Timothy; Drury, Jr., Thomas; Poole, Joseph; Gorham, Robert; Vazquez, Ivan; Gorham, Robert; Lowry, Kathleen; Vazquez, Ivan; Anderson, Susan; Schuster, Robin

Owners: Loooch Racing Stables, Inc.; M. Y. Stables, Inc.; Blazing Meadows Farm LLC and Zahler, Gerald E.; Lake Shore Farm; Ira Novak; M. Y. Stables, Inc.; Chillicothe Farm; Pocket Aces Racing LLC; SAB NC Stable

Footnotes: FUSAICHI’S WIND sprinted to a clear lead soon after the start, set the balance of the pace and widened through the stretch to win as much the best under a hand ride. SIR LEONIDAS stalked the pace three wide and finished second best. CAPTAIN RILEY chased the winner from the four then three path and finished with good courage. SILVER MEDAL checked repeatedly near the inside down the backstretch, shifted out to the six path on the turn, the ducked out repeatedly through the stretch under left handed urging. BOSSY AND MOBIL chased the winner from the three path then two wide and was outfinished. GRAND KITTEN failed to menace. DEER CREEK ROAD was no factor. OFTEN ENOUGH was no threat. HAY JOHN HAY passed tiring rivals. CHILICOTHE was outrun. TWILIGHT KING had speed into the turn then gave way. KETTLE CHROME trailed.